CURTIS
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PORTABLE PLL RADIO/

CD/CASSETTE RECORDER

INSTRUCTION MANUAL

GRAPHICAL SYMBOLS EXPLANATION

WARNING
To reduce the risk of fire or electric shock do not expose this appliance to rain or moisture.

CAUTION
Use of controls or adjustments or performance of procedures other than those specified may result in hazardous radiation exposure.

CAUTION
RISK OF ELECTRIC SHOCK DO NOT OPEN
To reduce the risk of fire or electric shock, do not remove cover. No user serviceable parts inside. Refer servicing to qualified service personnel.

The lightning flash with arrowhead symbol, with an exclamation point within is intended to alert the user to the presence of important operating, and maintenance (servicing) instructions in the literature accompanying the appliance.

CAUTION
For Compact Disc Unit only.
INVISIBLE LASER RADIATION WHEN OPEN AND INTERLOCK FAILED OR DEFECTED.
AVOID DIRECT EXPOSURE TO LASER BEAM.
INTRODUCTION

Please read these instructions carefully before using this product and store them in a safe place for future reference.

CONNECTING TO POWER

AC OPERATION
This unit is designed to operate on AC 120V 60Hz only. Connecting it to other power sources may damage the unit.

CAUTION
To prevent electric shock disconnect from the mains before opening the cabinet. No user serviceable parts inside. Refer servicing to qualified service personnel.

SAFETY PRECAUTION
Do not expose this unit to rain or humidity. Main supply: AC 120V 60Hz.

POWER SUPPLY

AC POWER
Plug the power cord into the AC socket on the rear of the unit, and insert the 2-pin plug into an AC socket.

BATTERY POWER
To install batteries: Open the battery compartment by pushing down on the two locks at the upper edge of the compartment cover. Pull the cover away from the back cabinet. Install 8 "D" (UM-1) batteries in the compartment, be careful of correct battery polarity.

HEADPHONE
This unit accepts stereo headphones (Not included) with a 3.5 mm plug and impedance of 32 ohms or greater.

The speakers are automatically disconnected when headphones are connected to the PHONES. Phones socket located on rear of unit.

LASER SAFETY
This unit employs a laser, only qualified service personnel should attempt repair.

DANGER: INVISIBLE LASER RADIATION WHEN OPEN AND INTERLOCK FAILED OR DEFECTIVE. AVOID DIRECT EXPOSURE TO BEAM.
CAUTION: HAZARDOUS LASER RADIATION WHEN OPEN AND INTERLOCK DEFECTED.

LOCATION OF CONTROLS

1. LCD Display
2. Skip/Scan/Seek Up Button
3. Skip/Scan/Seek Down Button
4. Remote Sensor
5. Cassette Door
6. Cassette Function Keys
7. FM Telescopic Antenna
8. CD Door
9. Volume Control
10. Surround Switch
11. Built-In MIC
12. BEAT CUT SWITCH
13. Battery Compartment
14. Play/Pause Button
15. Stop Button
16. Preset/CH
17. Memory Button
18. MONO/Repeat Button
19. Function Button
20. CD Door Open Button
21. Handle
22. AC Socket
23. Band Button
24. EQ Button
25. Headphone Socket
26. Power On/Off Switch

REMOTE CONTROL HANDSET

1. Function
2. Mono/Repeat
3. Memory
4. Tuner Down/Skip Down
5. Tuner Up/Skip Up
6. Play/Pause
7. Stop
8. Band
9. Preset/Memory Up
10. EQ
11. Volume Up
12. Volume DOWN

REMOTE BATTERY INSERTION

1. Open the battery door
2. Insert 2 R6/AA batteries, (not supplied) (Alkaline type recommended) into the battery compartment observing the correct polarity as indicated. (*see Fig-1)
3. Ensure compartment cover is securely fitted.

Maximum usable distance from the main unit is 7 meters.

Fig.1

Remove cover &
inset 2 x AAA batteries
SWITCH ON
When the plug is connected to the AC power supply, raise the power switch on the main cabinet in ON, then the LCD display is illuminated and the unit is switched on.

RADIO OPERATION
OPERATION
- Press the "FUNCTION" key to select TUNE mode.
- Press the BAND key to select AM or FM.
- Press the MONO switch to select.

MANUAL/AUTOMATIC TUNING
- To tune in a station manually, press SKIP keys repeatedly.
- To tune in a station automatically, press SEEK keys for a fast sweep, and the unit will stop when it locates the desired frequency.

PRESET STATIONS
Up to 30 AM or FM radio stations can be stored in the memory; the frequency number can be used for AM or FM radio to recall preset stations.
- Press the "FUNCTION" key to select TUNE mode.
- Press the BAND key to select AM or FM.
- Press the SKIP keys to select memory.
- Press the "UP" or "DOWN" keys to select the desired station.

RECALLING A PRESET STATION
- Press the "FUNCTION" key to select TUNE mode.
- Press the BAND key to select AM or FM.
- Press the "UP" or "DOWN" keys to select the desired station.

CARE AND MAINTENANCE
- Clean it regularly by using a dry cloth.
- Do not expose to direct sunlight or heat sources.
- Do not use any volatile solvents or cleaning agents.
- Do not disassemble or modify the unit.

CASSETTE OPERATION
PLAYBACK
- Press the FUNCTION key to select CD mode.
- Press the OPEN/CLOSE button to open the disc tray, and then place the disc on the tray, press PLAY button, and then close the tray.
- The player starts to play the disc.

TO RECORD ON A CASSETTE
RECORDING FROM THE RADIO
- Press PROGRAM button to select the desired station.
- Adjust the volume and select a recording level.
- Press the RECORD button to start recording.

TO RECORD ON A CASSETTE
RECORDING FROM THE CASSETTE
- Insert the tape into the cassette deck, and then adjust the volume and select a recording level.
- Press the RECORD button to start recording.

CD OPERATION
PLAYBACK
- Press FUNCTION key to select CD mode.
- Press OPEN/CLOSE button to open the tray, and then place the disc on the tray.
- Press the SKIP keys to select a desired track.
- Press the PLAY/PAUSE button to start playback.

CARE AND MAINTENANCE
POWER SWITCH
- Slide the power switch to the left or right to turn it on or off.

CLEANING THE UNIT
- Remove main plug from main outlet socket.
- Disconnect the AC power cord from the wall outlet.

CAUTION
- Do not expose to direct sunlight or heat sources.
- Do not disassemble or modify the unit.
- Do not use any volatile solvents or cleaning agents.
- Do not use excessive force when handling the unit.

Compact Disc Player
- The player mechanism is tested with adhesion, wear, and tear in advance, and will never experiend.

PIT PRECAUTIONS
- Refrain from use in extremely humid conditions, as it is not resistant to moisture.
- Do not use in environments with high temperatures and humidity.

Checking the Cassette (Black Tape)
- Make sure that the cassette is fresh and the tape is not damaged or torn.
- Do not use tapes with exposed edges or holes.

Record Button Interlock-accidental Groove Protection
- The record button is illuminated when the tape is not been used.
- The tape is not in use, the tape will automatically start recording.

Wanting to Reduce the Risk of Fire or Electric Shock, Do Not Expose This Appliance to Rain or Moisture.
SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

WARNING: TO PREVENT FIRE OR SHOCK HAZARDOUS, DO NOT EXPOSE THIS APPLIANCE TO RAIN OR MOISTURE.

THE IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS SHALL INCLUDE, AS APPLICABLE, TO THE APPLIANCE STATED IN THIS PARAGRAPH:

1. Read instructions - All safety and operating instructions should be read before the appliance is operated.
2. Retain instructions - The safety and operating instructions should be retained for future reference.
3. Follow instructions - All operating and use instructions should be followed.
4. Water and moisture - The appliance should not be used near water or moisture, e.g., near a bath, sink, or swimming pool, or in damp basements or near swimming pools.
5. Ventilation - The appliance should be placed in an area where it is well-ventilated and away from heat sources, such as radiators, stoves, or other appliances that may generate heat.
6. Power cord - The appliance should not be operated with a damaged power cord or plug. If the power cord or plug is damaged, it should be replaced by a qualified technician.
7. Overloading - The appliance should not be overloaded, as this may cause overheating and damage to the appliance.
8. Ventilation - The ventilation openings should be kept clear of obstructions to ensure proper airflow.
9. Cleaning - The appliance should be cleaned regularly to maintain its performance and appearance.
10. Power failure - In case of a power failure, the appliance should be turned off and unplugged to prevent damage.

SAHWAY NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CODE

11. Service - Only qualified technicians should service the appliance. Service should be performed by a authorized technician.

INTRODUCTION

This circuit-breaker is designed to protect your home. Use it as a primary protection for your electrical system and to prevent damage to your appliances.

PRECAUTIONS FOR CD PLAYER

1. This player can play only CD stereo music CDs. Do not insert other discs, as it may cause damage to the player or disc.
2. Do not place the player in direct sunlight or near heat sources, as it may cause damage to the player.
3. Do not expose the player to rain or moisture, as it may cause damage to the player.
4. Do not place heavy objects on the player, as it may cause damage to the player.
5. Do not use the player in a humid environment, as it may cause damage to the player.
6. The player should be used only for playing audio CDs.
7. Do not use the player in an environment where VHF or UHF signals may interfere with the player.
8. The player should be used with the AC power adapter only.
9. Do not disassemble or modify the player, as it may cause damage to the player.
10. The player should be turned off when not in use, as it may cause damage to the player.

PRECAUTIONS FOR RF PLUGGER

1. This RF plugger should be used only for RF plugging applications. Do not use it for other purposes.
2. Do not use the RF plugger in a humid environment, as it may cause damage to the RF plugger.
3. Do not use the RF plugger near water or moisture, as it may cause damage to the RF plugger.
4. Do not use the RF plugger in a dusty environment, as it may cause damage to the RF plugger.
5. Do not use the RF plugger in a high-temperature environment, as it may cause damage to the RF plugger.
6. The RF plugger should be used only for RF plugging applications.
7. Do not disassemble or modify the RF plugger, as it may cause damage to the RF plugger.
8. The RF plugger should be turned off when not in use, as it may cause damage to the RF plugger.

Note: Always follow the instructions provided by the manufacturer to ensure the safe and proper use of the RF plugger.